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1. Introduction. Sternberg and Al-Khozaie [1] have shown that the von Mises-
Sternberg version of Saint-Venant's principle as formulated in [2] is also valid for the
linearized theory of quasi-static deformations of isotropic viscoelastic materials. Gener-
alizations of the work of Toupin [3] to certain classes of isotropic viscoelastic materials
were carried out by Edelstein [4] and Neapolitan and Edelstein [5]. The asymptotic be-
haviour of quasi-static solutions in a semi-infinite anisotropic viscoelastic cylinder was
studied by Rionero and Chiri^a [6] by using appropriate cross-sectional measures. A com-
prehensive discussion of literature concerned with Saint-Venant's principle and further
up-to-date developments can be found in [7] and [8].

As regards the dynamic theory of linear viscoelasticity we remark that there are no
results of Saint-Venant type. Here we endeavour to fill the gap alluded to in the above.
This is achieved by using an idea developed for linear elastodynamics in [9].

We emphasize here that the Saint-Venant's principle for classical elastodynamics was
originally treated by Flavin and Knops [10] and by Flavin, Knops, and Payne [11, 12]. In
fact, in treating special harmonic end loadings on a linear elastic beam, Flavin, Knops,
and Payne [10, 11] succeeded in establishing exponential decay of activity away from the
excited end provided that the exciting frequency is less than a certain critical frequency,
while the investigations of [12] yield interesting inequalities that provide meaningful
bounds at all times for the energy contained in that part of the beam whose minimum
distance from the loaded end is z. The estimates depend upon z but are independent of
time t.

The purpose of the present paper is to investigate the spatial decay of dynamic vis-
coelastic processes in an anisotropic viscoelastic body subject to nonzero boundary con-
ditions only on a plane portion. To a dynamic viscoelastic process we associate an ap-
propriate energetic measure and then establish a first-order differential inequality which,
after integration, leads to a spatial decay estimate controlled by the factor exp{—z/(ct)},
where c is a positive constant depending only on the relaxation tensor. The asymptotic
behaviour of dynamic viscoelastic processes in a semi-infinite viscoelastic cylinder is also
studied and a result of Phragmen-Lindelof type is established.
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In Sec. 2 we state the basic equations of the dynamic theory of anisotropic linear
viscoelasticity and establish two identities involving a dynamic viscoelastic process. In
Sec. 3 we set down the relevant constitutive hypotheses and, on this basis, we establish
a useful estimate fundamental to the subsequent analysis. Section 4 is devoted to Saint-
Venant's principle in a bounded body, while Sec. 5 is concerned with the asymptotic
behaviour of a dynamic viscoelastic process in a semi-infinite cylinder.

2. Viscoelastic processes. Let R be a closed, bounded, regular region in three-
dimensional space whose boundary dR includes a plane portion Sq. Choose Cartesian
coordinates xi,x2,xs so that So lies in the plane x?, = 0, and suppose that R lies in the
half-space 23 > 0. Let Sz be the intersection with R of a plane £3 = z, and let

Rz = {x £ R : x-j, > z}, (2.1)

and let L be the maximum value of £3 on R.
By an admissible state for R we mean (cf. [13]) an ordered triplet [u, E, S] consisting

of a vector displacement field u and symmetric tensor strain and stress fields E and S
defined on R. An admissible process for R is an ordered triplet [u, E, S] whose value
[u, E, S](£) = [u(£), E(£), S(£)] is an admissible state at each time £.

We suppose that the region R is occupied by an anisotropic and homogeneous vis-
coelastic medium with relaxation tensor G and density p. We assume the absence of any
body forces and that the body is at rest at all times £ < 0.

Then, by a dynamic viscoelastic process for R corresponding to G, p, and null body
force, we mean (cf. [13]) an admissible process [u, E, S] for R such that

(i) the values of u, E, and S are continuous fields on R;
(ii) the displacement u is a process of class C2 whose value at each time £ is a vector

field of class C2 on R;
(iii) on R, the processes u, E, and S satisfy the equation of motion

div S = pii, (2-2)

the strain-displacement relation

E=i(Vu + VuT), (2.3)

and the stress-strain relation

S(£) = G(0)[E(£)] + f G(£ - r)[E(r)] dr. (2.4)
Jo

In the above relations a superposed dot denotes the derivative with respect to the time
variable and div and V represent the divergence and gradient operators, respectively.
In what follows, when no confusion may occur, we suppress the dependence upon the
spatial variable. The dot (•) will denote the appropriate inner product, while the norm
of a vector or a second-order tensor will be defined by

|u| EE VumI, |E| EE x/E-E. (2.5)
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Given a dynamic viscoelastic process [u, E, S], the corresponding surface traction s is
defined at every regular point of dR x [o, t0) by

s(x, £) = S(x, £)n(x), (2.6)

where n(x) is the unit outward normal to dR at x.
Further, we proceed to establish two identities useful to our subsequent analysis.

Lemma 2.1. Let [u, E, S] be a dynamic viscoelastic process for R corresponding to G, p,
and null body force. We assume that G is a symmetric tensor twice continuously differ-
entiate on [0, oo). Then, we have

jf E(r) • S(t) dr = ^E(t) • G(t)\E(t)] - ±E(0) • G(0)[E(0)]
1 rt

J E(r) • G(t)[E(t)] dr-~J [E(£) - E(r)] • G (t - r)[E(t) - E(r)] dr (2.7)

+ \f{) j\m - E(r)] • G(|s - r|)[E(S) - E(r)] drds.

Proof. By using an integration by parts and by means of the constitutive relation
(2.4), we get

f E(t) • S(t) dr = E(t) • S(t) - E(0) • S(0) - [ E(r) • S(r) dr
Jo Jo

= ^E(t) • G(0)[E(t)} - |E(0) • G(0)[E(0)] + E(t) ■ J* G(t - r)[E(r)] dr (2.8)

-[ E(r).G(0)[E(T)]dr- [ [ E(s) • G(s - r)[E(r)] drds.
Jo J0 J0

Further, we notice that

E (t) J G(t - r)[E(r)] dr = J [E(t) - E(r)] • G(t - r)[E(£) - E(r)] dr

i jT' E(t) • G(t - t)[E(t)] dr + |e(«) • [G(t) - G(0)][E(t)],
(2.9)

+ 2

and
rt rt

— [ ( E(s) • G(s — r)[E(r)] drds = — ̂ f f E(s) • G(|s — r|)[E(r)] drds
Jo Jo 2 Jq J0

= \j^ JjHs) - E(r)] • G(|s - r|)[E(s) - E (r)] drds (2.10)

~\Jo j E(s)-G(|s-r|)[E(s)]drds.

Moreover, for 0 < s < t, we have

f G(\s-r\)dT= j G(s -t) dr + ( G(r - s) dr — G(s) + G(t — s) - 2G(0). (2.11)
Jo Jo Js

If we substitute the relations (2.9)—(2.11) into the relation (2.8), we obtain (2.7) and the
proof is complete.
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Lemma 2.2. Let [u, E, S] be a dynamic viscoelastic process for R corresponding to G, p,
and null body force. We assume that G is a symmetric tensor, continuously differentiable
with respect to the time variable on [0, oo). Then, for any positive number e, we have

^ |S(r)|2dr= ^ S(r).[2G(0)-G(r)][S(r)]dr

+ j jf E(t) • [2G(0) - G(t - t)][E(t)] dr

G(0)\L
UL

~S(r) — eE(r) ~S(t) — eE(r) dr

t rs i | ( ( ( (
dr ds.G(s-r) *S(s) + £E(r)~S(s) + eE(r)

(2.12)
Proof. If we take into account the relation (2.4), we can write

rt pS

[ |S(t)|2 dr = [ S(r)-G(0)[E(r)]dr+ [ f S(s) • G(s - r)[E(r)] dr ds. (2.13)
Jo Jo Jo Jo

)n the other hand, we have

^'s(r).G(0)[E(r)]dr = -^' -S(r)-eE(r) G(0) ~S(t) — £'E(t)

+ 2e2
X-J S(T)-G(0)[S(r)}dT+£- J E(r)-G(0)[E(r)]dr,

(2.14)
and

I'JJ0 Jo

t ps
S(s) • G(s — r)[E(r)] dr ds

^S(s) + eE(r) G(s-r)-I I
2 Jo Jo

hl.[ S(s) • G(s — t)[S(s)] dr ds

I I E(r) • G(s — r)[E(r)] dr ds,
Jo Jo

-S(s) + eE(r) dr ds
(2.15)

2e2
L2 rt

2
where e is an arbitrary positive number. Further, we notice that

- [ [ S(s)-G(s —r)[S(s)]drds= f S(r) • [G(0) - G(r)][S(r)] dr. (2.16)
Jo Jo Jo

If we interchange the orders of integration, as we may, then we deduce

I ( E(r) • G(s — r)[E(r)] dr ds = f ( E(r) • G(s - r)[E(r)] dsdr
Jo Jo Jo Jt

= /'E(r).[G(*-r)-G(0)][E(r)]dr.
Jo

(2.17)

Finally, we substitute the relations (2.14)-(2.17) into the relation (2.13). Thus, we obtain
the relation (2.12) and the proof is complete.
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3. Constitutive hypotheses and consequences. In this section we set down
the basic constitutive hypotheses necessary to develop our analysis on Saint-Venant's
principle in dynamic viscoelasticity. Thus, we assume once and for all that p > 0 and
that the relaxation tensor G is symmetric and twice continuously differentiable on [0, oo)
and satisfies the following hypotheses:

(HI) it is positive-definite in the sense that there exists a positive constant pm so that
for any symmetric second-order tensor A, we have

A • G[A] > jtim|A|2; (3.1)

(H2) it is bounded above in the sense that there exists a positive constant pm so that

A-G[A] <mm|A|2; (3.2)

(H3) its first time derivative is nonpositive, i.e.,

A • G[A] < 0; (3.3)

(H4) its second time derivative is nonnegative, i.e.,

A • G[A] > 0. (3.4)

We remark that under constitutive hypotheses like (HI) and (H3), Dafermos [14]
studied the stability of a viscoelastic motion.

Now we can state and prove a result that constitutes the basis of our subsequent
analysis.

Theorem 3.1. Let [u, E, S] be a dynamic viscoelastic process for R corresponding to G,
p, and null body force. We assume that the relaxation tensor G is symmetric and twice
continuously differentiable on [0, oo) and satisfies the hypotheses (H1)-(H4). Then, we
have

jf |S(r)|2dr < 8p* jjT E(t) • S(t) drds + ^E(O) • G(0)[E(0)]|, (3.5)

where

p* = (3.6)
Mm

Proof. On the basis of the hypotheses (HI), (H3), and (H4), from Lemma 2.1, it
follows that ^

E(r).S(r)dT>iMm|E(0|2-^E(0).G(0)[E(0)]. (3.7)L
On the other hand, by means of the hypotheses (H1)-(H3) and Lemma 2.2, we deduce

[ |S(t)|2 dr < -^pm f \S{t)\2 dr + e2pM [ |E(r)|2 dr. (3.8)
Jo £ Jo Jo
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We now choose

£ = \/2 hm, (3.9)
so that (3.8) gives

[ |S(r)|2dr< [ |E(r)|2dr. (3.10)
Jo Jo

By combining the estimates (3.7) and (3.10) and by taking into account the notation
(3.6), we obtain the relation (3.5) and the proof is complete.

Remark. Since |n| = 1, from the relations (2.6) and (3.5) we get the following esti-
mate:

I Hr)\'2dr<8^ E(t) • S(r) drds + ^E(O) • G(0)[E(0)]|. (3.11)

4. Saint-Venant's principle. Throughout this paper we consider the region R
occupied by an anisotropic homogeneous linear viscoelastic material that is at rest at all
times t < 0. For t > 0 the body is deformed under nonzero boundary loads only on the
end face So- Therefore, the remainder of the boundary dR is stress-free, so that

s = 0 on (dR\So) x [0, oo). (4.1)

No body-force acts. We assume null initial conditions so that we have

u(*,0) = 0, u(*,0) = 0 in R. (4.2)

It must be emphasized that the initial boundary-value problem for R will be completed
by the boundary conditions on the end face So- At. this stage of our analysis we shall
consider dynamic viscoelastic processes [u, E, S] satisfying only the boundary conditions
(4.1) and the initial conditions (4.2). For such a dynamic viscoelastic process tt = [u, E, S]
we associate the following functional:

'^ = io Ir ^ + J0 EWSWdr}En(z, t) = I I <{ -pii(s) • u(s) + / E(t) • S(t) dr ^ dV ds, 0 < z < L, t > 0,

(4.3)
where Rz is defined by the relation (2.1). In view of the inequality (3.7) and the initial
conditions (4.2), it can be seen from (4.3) that En(z, t) may be considered as an energetic
measure of the dynamic viscoelastic process tx — [u, E, S].

For such a measure we can establish the following result of Saint-Venant type describ-
ing the spatial decay of end effects away from the loaded end face So within the context
of dynamic linear viscoelasticity.

Theorem 4.1. Let ir = [u, E, S] be a dynamic viscoelastic process for R corresponding
to G, p, and the null body force and null initial conditions and to a surface traction field
s that satisfies the condition (4.1). Further, we assume that p is strictly positive and
that G is a symmetric tensor twice continuously differentiable on [0, oo) that satisfies the
hypotheses (H1)-(H4). Then

Err{z, t) < £^(0, t) exp | — — |, 0<z<L,t>0, (4.4)
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where

c = 2 JE = IBL. (4.5)
V P \/ PP'in

Proof. Since n — [u, E, S] is a dynamic viscoelastic process, from (4.3) it follows that
En(z,t) is a continuously differentiable function with respect to the spatial variable z
and, moreover, we have

= J ■ "(s) + Jo ®(T)' S(r)c?r| dAds. (4.6)

Further, we multiply the equation of motion (2.2) through by u and integrate over
Rz x [0, t]. Then we use the divergence theorem and the relations (4.2), (2.3), (2.6), and
(4.1) in order to obtain

\f pu(t)-u{t)dV+ [ [ E{t) • S{t) dV dr = [ [ u(r) • s(r) dA dr. (4.7)
1 Jrz Jo Jrz Jo Jsz

In view of the relation (4.3), from (4.7) we deduce

En(z,t) = / / / u(r) • s(t) dAdrds. (4.8)
Jo Jo Jsz

Then, by the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality, the relation (4.8) leads to

En{z,t)<^J J |^u(r) • u(r) + as(r) • s(r)| dAdr, (4.9)

where a is a positive number that will be chosen later.
We next use the initial conditions (4.2) and the strain-displacement relation (2.3) to

obtain
E(0) = 0 in R. (4.10)

Further, we use the estimate (3.11) into (4.9) and take into account (4.10) so that we get

-Ett(M) < I [ [ { — ^pu(s) • u(s) + 8a/2* [ E(r) • S(r) dr} dA ds. (4.11)
z Jo Jsz I aP z Jo J

We now equate the coefficients in the above integral, that is, we choose

(4,12)

and, therefore, (4.11) gives

,t)<2t^J^J |i/ou(s)-u(s) + ^ E(r)-S(r)dr| dAds. (4.13)Eft (Z, OJ
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On the basis of the relations (4.5) and (4.6), the estimate (4.13) leads to the following
first-order differential inequality:

dE
ct-y^-(z,t) + En(z, t) < 0. (4-14)

az

By the integration of this inequality we deduce the estimate (4.4) and the proof is com-
plete.

The remainder of this section is devoted to making estimate (4.4) more explicit. The
discussion cannot be conducted simultaneously for all types of end boundary data, how-
ever, and so we consider only the case when the end face So is subjected to tractions
"self-equilibrated" at each instant. Therefore, we complete the initial boundary-value
problem by assuming the end boundary conditions

s = p on So x [0, oo), (4-15)

where p is a prescribed continuous vector field that satisfies

/ pcL4 = 0, / xxpcL4 = 0. (416)
J So J So

Then we have

Theorem 4.2. Suppose the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1 hold true. Moreover, we as-
sume the surface traction s satisfies the boundary condition (4.15) and the traction p
is continuously differentiable with respect to the time variable on [0, oo) and that it is
"self-equilibrated" at each instant. Then

^(0,i) <46-1 p2(r)dAdTSj | , (4.17)

where b is a positive constant depending only on R, So, and the relaxation tensor G.
Proof. The integration over R of the equation of motion (2.2), followed by the use

of the divergence theorem and the boundary conditions (4.1) and (4.15), (4.16) and the
initial conditions (4.2) lead to

I udV = 0, [ x x udV = 0. (4.18)
J R J R

On this basis and by using an argument similar to that of [15], we deduce that

bo ( u(£) • u(t) dA < f | sym Vu(£)|2 dV, (4-19)
J s0 JR

where bo is a positive constant depending only on R and So- Further, we use the relations
(3.7), (4.10), and (4.19) in order to deduce

u(r) • u(t) dA dr < b~1 f [ [ E(r) • S(r) dV dr ds, (4.20)
/o Js0 Jo Jo Jr.

where b = 6oMm/2.
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On the other hand, from the relations (4.8) and (4.15), we get

En(0,t) = f I f u(r) • p(r) dAdr ds. (4-21)
Jo Jo Js0

By an integration by parts with respect to the time variable, we obtain

En(0,t) = I I u(r) • p(t) dA dr - [II u(r) • p(r) dAdrds, (4.22)
Jo J So Jo Jo J S0

where use was made of the initial conditions (4.2). By means of Schwarz's inequality,
from (4.22) we deduce

(fj, u2(t) dAdr^J

f f p2 (t) dAdr) ' + f ( ^ [ p 2(T)dAdr) ' ds) .
/() J So ) Jo \J 0 Jso J J

(4.23)
Due to the compatibility between the boundary conditions (4.15) and the initial con-

ditions (4.2), it follows that
p(-,0)=0, (4.24)

so that we have
d
dt

(4.25)

p(r) • P(T) dA dr ) = 2 / / p(r) • p(r) dA dr
o J So J Jo Js0

<2( [ [ P(T)' p(T)dAdr) (I I p(T)'p(T)dAdT]
\J0 JSo / \J0 JSo J

Thus, an integration leads to

np(r) • p(r) dAdr\ < f ( I I p(t) • p(r) dA ds. (4.26)
'0 J Jo \Jo Js0 J

Finally, we combine the relations (4.3), (4.20), (4.23), and (4.26) in order to obtain the
relation (4.17). Thus, the proof is complete.

5. Asymptotic behaviour of dynamic viscoelastic processes in a
semi-infinite cylinder. In this section we assume that R is the semi-infinite cylin-
der Sq x [0, oo). We use a device discovered by Knops [16] in order to examine aspects
of the Saint-Venant's principle by means of first-order differential inequalities governing
the plane cross-sectional measures. Integration of these inequalities shows that the plane
cross-sectional measure either asymptotically grows faster than a certain increasing ex-
ponential function or asymptotically decays faster than a certain decreasing exponential
function, for each fixed value of the time variable.

Given a dynamic viscoelastic process for R, ir = [u, E, S], we introduce the following
cross-sectional functional

In(z,t) — [ I [ u(t) • s(t) dAdr ds. (5.1)
Jo Jo Jsz

With these in mind we can state and prove the following result.
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Theorem 5.1. Let the cylindrical region R be occupied by an anisotropic and ho-
mogeneous viscoelastic medium for which the relaxation tensor G is symmetric and
twice continuously differentiable on [0, oo) and satisfies the hypotheses (H1)-(H4). Let
7r = [u, E, S] be a dynamic viscoelastic process for R corresponding to G, p, and the null
body force and initial data and to a surface traction s that satisfies

s = 0 on (DSq x [0, oo)) x [0, oo). (5.2)

Then, for fixed t > 0, we have the following alternative:
1°. There exists zt > 0 so that In{zt,t) > 0 and then we have

I*{z, t) > In(zt, t) exp | Z J*1, z > zt\ (5.3)

2°. Iv(z,t) < 0 for all z > 0, and then we have

-I*{z,t) <B-/w(0,t)exp{-^} , 2 > 0, (5.4)

where the constant c is defined by (4.5).
Proof. We first differentiate the relation (5.1) with respect to z and then use the

equation of motion (2.2), the divergence theorem, the boundary condition (5.2), and the
initial conditions (4.2) in order to obtain

^z^Z,t^ = Io Is {\P^ ' ̂  + Jo ' S(r)dr} dAds- (5-5)
Clearly, in view of the relations (4.2), (4.10), (3.7), and (5.5), it follows that ^(z^t) is a
nondecreasing function of z on [0, oo) for all t £ (0, oo).

Now, we use the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality into the relation (5.1) so that,
by means of the relations (3.11) and (4.10), we deduce

£)| < ct uW.u(.) + £ E(r) • S(r) c?s. (5-6)

Prom the relations (5.5) and (5.6), we get the following first-order differential inequality:

\h{z,t)\<ct^{z,t). (5.7)

Since In(z,t) is a nondecreasing function with respect to z on [0,oo), it follows that
we have only the two possibilities specified within the statement of the theorem. Let us
consider the first. Then the differential inequality (5.7) gives

ct^L(z,t)-/„(*,*) >0, z > zt, t > 0, t fixed. (5.8)

By an integration of the differential inequality (5.8) we obtain the inequality (5.3) and
the proof of 1° is complete.

Further, we consider the second case. Then the differential inequality (5.7) implies

+ In^Zyt) > 0, z > 0, t > 0, (5.9)

which leads to the spatial decay estimate (5.4), so that the proof of the theorem is
complete.
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